

This material is part of a collection that documents the harassment, discrimination, and retaliation 
perpetrated against Alaska's women research scientists by their supervisor, with full knowledge 
(and arguably, "tacit approval") of their federal employer, the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
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FALSE








Two participants were compelled to intervene during Dr. Pantoja's verbal harassment of one of the women. This incident was well-documented in ARS complaints and witness affidavits. 














FALSE
















Merle Cole was inappropriately selected by the EEO counselor as a "witness". His sole expertise would have been the RPES system, but Dr. Bower had already established (by email) that Mr. Cole couldn't recognize (or at least, wouldn't admit) that the RPES process involves no objective measurable criteria.
















Mr. Cole is aware that the RGEG contains no objective measurable criteria for evaluating scientists.



















RGEG criteria are not objective and measurable, (i.e. the panel members relied upon their own opinions and biases to assign a rank of GS 12).











RPES is the de facto promotion system for scientists in the ARS, (since no other methods for promotion are offered).







The issue raised by all the women research scientists (each of whom filed numerous EEO complaints against Alberto Pantoja) was that Dr. Pantoja did not respect his female peers and he did not treat them fairly (as required by U.S. laws). Office staff and technicians are not perceived by Dr. Pantoja as competition for unit funding and scientific prestige, and therefore were not a target of his harassing, discriminatory, and retaliatory activities. 














Dr. Pantoja was obstructing a proposed collaboration involving fish oils as a natural antimicrobial agent in cheese, (which is why he kept shouting the word "cheese") The project was later approved (but only if different, less appropriate collaborators were selected). The other women research scientists reported similar acts of interference by Dr. Pantoja in their collaborations.













